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PROGRAM 

Divertimento No.3 
in E-flat Major, K. 166 

Allegro 
Menuetto 
Andante grazioso 
Adagio- Allegro 

Robert Atherholt, oboe 
Rebecca Schweigert, oboe 
Judy Christy, English horn 
Jennifer Teisinger, English horn 
Benjamin Kamins, bassoon 

Orphee-Serenade (1984) 

Ouverture 
Romance 
Pas des Bacchantes 
Hurluberlu 
Elegie 
Energique 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 

Charles Bailey, bassoon 
Patricia Shands, clarinet 
Xin-Yang Zhou, clarinet 
Michael Mayhew, horn 
Elizabeth Cook, horn 

William Balcom 
(b.1938) 

John Thorne, flute Sophia Silivos, violin 
Robert Atherholt, oboe Wayne Brooks, viola 
Patricia Shands, clarinet Desmond Hoebig, cello 
Benjamin Kamins, bassoon Timothy Pitts, double bass 
Eric HaZen, violin Scott Holshouser, piano 

Larry Rachleff, conductor 

INTERMISSION 



, .. 

, , . .,.. 

From Symphoniae Sacrae 
Fili mi, Absalon, SWV 269 

William Murray, baritone 
Clyde Holloway, organ 

Timothy Pitts, double bass 

Trombones 

Heinrich Schutz 
(1585-1672) 

Wade Demmert Nathaniel Dickey 
Don Immel Bradley White 

From Symphoniae Sacrae 
Venite ad me omnes qui laboratis, SWV 269 

Mr. Murray, Mr. Holloway, Mr. Pitts 

Violins 
Sergiu Luca 

Kenneth Goldsmith 

Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op.16 (1909) 
(arranged for chamber orchestra by 
the composer and Felix Greissle, 1925) 

Premonitions (Vorgefuhle) 
Yesteryears (Vergangenes) 

Heinrich Schutz 

Arnold Schonberg 
(1874-1951) 

Summer Morning by a Lake (Sommermorgen an einem See) 
Peripetia: A sudden reversal of fortune (Peripetie) 
The Obligatory Recitative (Das obligate Rezitativ) 

John Thorne, flute Sophia Silivos, violin 
Robert Atherholt, oboe Wayne Brooks, viola 
Patricia Shands, clarinet Desmond Hoebig, cello 
Benjamin Kamins, bassoon Timothy Pitts, double bass 
Elizabeth Cook, horn Jeanne Kierman, piano 
Eric HaZen, violin Scott Holshouser, harmonium 

Michael Hammond, conductor 



Orphee-Serenade . . William Balcom 

One of my favorite pieces by my teacher Darius Milhaud is the 1957 Aspen Serenade, Op.361, for nine in
struments; and the present work honors its predecessor in at least one detail. The Aspen Serenade uses each 
letter of the town name Aspen as the first letter of a movement title, and I've done the same thing here with the 
French form of the word Orpheus. I could have used the original form of the word for a seven-movement work, 
but I wanted a six-movement work with a French cast. The Orphee-Serenade was composed for the Orpheus 
Chamber Orchestra under a grant from the Frank E. Taplin Commission. 

The Orpheus legend lurks somewhere in the background (see the Bacchantes in the third movement), but more. .. 
directly referred to is the Baroque suite, French style, and the serenade of Mozart's time. These short move
ments run the gamut from almost complete atonality to frankly traditional tonality, although C major is the root 
key of the whole serenade. 

The Ouverture functions much like the Allemande of the Baroque suite; marked "Allegro moderato, con ele
ganza: with humor and delicacy throughout," it sets up the balanced structure and the tonal plan of the whole 
piece. Romance, on dominant (G major), is frankly romantic, reminiscent, and youthful-perhaps an evocation 
of the loss of Euridice. I think of the Pas des Bacchantes as belonging to the family of Rameau's dances and the 
fast symphonic movements of Roussel. Many years ago Milhaud's son Daniel, the painter, planned a cartoon with 
a main character Hurluberlu, which I was to set to music; while this movement is not a recall of that music, it shares 
the mood of the aborted project (in French hurluberlu means something like a free-for-all and is distantly related 
to our "hurlyburly '). Elegie, a short lament, leads directly into the last movement. Energique, wherein the open
ing angry violin solo is also a complaint - after all, doesn't the solo violin always have a lot to play in the classic ~ ').' 
serenade? ("Where's my solo? This piece is almost over!)- and this complaint becomes the solo! Very quickly :(.., 
the piece begins to evoke, and finally quotes, a movement of the Mozart "Haffner" Serenade (K. 250,fourth move- +, _,._ 
ment), which, because it isinG major, allows for the final resolution to the home key of C. 

-Note by the composer 

Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 16 . . Arnold Schonberg 

Arnold Schonberg's set of Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op.l6, was composed in 1909, the richly creative 
year that also saw the completion of the Three Pieces for Piano, Op.ll, the Fifteen Songs from the Book of the 
Hanging Gardens, Op. 15, and the monodrama Erwartung, Op.l7. In tune with the Expressionist aesthetic then 
on the rise, Schonberg worked in great bursts of inspiration to express his innermost feelings, which he presented 
without reference to accepted genres, forms, or modes of beauty. The results were unconventional and frequently 
disturbing. The singular avoidance of tonal function and the traditional harmonies of tonal music in these pieces 
gave them a shock value which the Expressionists favored in their attempts to reinvigorate what they considered ~ 

to be an overly materialistic, nearly dead art. 
When Schonberg first presented the Five Pieces for Orchestra to the publisher in 1912 they were untitled, 

but the publisher thought that titles might make the innovative pieces more accessible. Reluctantly, Schonberg 
added titles that "give nothing away, because some of them are very obscure and others highly technical." As he 
continued to write in his diary, "For the wonderful thing about music is that one can say everything in it, so that 
he who knows understands everything; and yet one hasn't given away one's secrets - the things one doesn't ad
mit even to oneself" About the titles "Premonitions"and "Yesteryears" he wrote, "everyone has those." He labeled 
"Chord-Colors" a "technical" title, although he later amended the title to the more descriptive "Summer Morn
ing by a Lake (Colors)." About "Peripetia" he wrote, "general enough, I think," and he suggested that the "Ob
bligatory Recitative" could also be called the "fully developed" or "endless" recitative. 

As a work for large orchestra, the Five Pieces is recognized as one of Schonberg's most effective works. 
But during the second (1919-20) season of Schonberg's new music series in Vienna, the Society for Private 
Musical Performance, Schonberg programmed the Five Pieces for Orchestra in a chamber-orchestra arrange
ment. During the nearly three years of its existence, the Society performed many arrangements of orchestral 
works for piano, piano duet, or, more rarely, chamber ensemble in an attempt to give its audience a complete 
picture of contemporary music. Typically, these arrangements were accomplished by Schonberg's students fol
lowing his own guidelines; on occasion he made the arrangements himself The arrangement of the Five Pieces 
was assigned to Felix Greissle, who began the task, but it was then taken over by Schonberg; this version was 
performed twice in 1920. A few years later Greissle revised the arrangement further, and in this form it was 
published in 1925. It is this later version that is heard tonight. 

-Note by Walter B. Bailey 

WILLIAM MURRAY is currently Associate Professor of Voice at The Shepherd School of Music and a lead
ing baritone with the Deutsche Opera in Berlin, Germany. He has performed over 120 roles with major compa
nies in Europe, the US. , and Japan, including Vienna, Milan (La Scala), Munich , Bonn, Cologne, Hamburg, Rome, 
Catania, Barcelona, Marseilles, and Geneva. His repertoire includes opera, oratorio, and Lieder. He is a grad
uate of Adelphi University in New York and has studied language at Universita Perugia, Yale University, and the 
Goethe Institute. He was a Fulbright Scholar in Italy and studied with Luigi Ricci, Carl Orff, Madame Karin 
Branzell, and Madame Herta Kalcher. The Senat in Berlin awarded him the title of Kammersiinger, and since 
1987 he has combined his European contracts with teaching at the Conservatory in Berlin. It has been his for- _. 
tune to work with many composers personally on their works, including Francis Burt, !sang Yun, Marcel Miha
lovici, Steven Burton, Luigi Dallapiccola, Nicolas Nabokov, and Carl Orff, the latter of whom mentioned him 
in autobiographical works. 


